
Welcome to The Gateway Geek Podcast- Season 3 Episode 4- A New Hope. This episode Lisa 
Pavia Higel makes her triumphant return as she, Aaron and Joe chat about Avengers (LOTSA 
SPOILERS OMG), where to find light in the darkness, and how great signal brings great 
responsibility for Kanye and Roseanne alike. Now your hosts, Joe and Aaron. 
 
 
 
Thanks for joining us for the latest episode of Gateway Geeks Podcast, and a special thanks to 
Lisa Pavia Higel for bringing greater rigor and depth to our y-chromosome heavy conversations. 
If you liked this, check out our patreon at patreon.com/gatewaygeeks, and follow us on 
facebook, twitter at gatewaygeeksSTL, and on our website at gatewaygeeks.com  
 
 Lisa makes her triumphant return for this, the fourth episode of season 3 of the Gateway Geeks 
Podcast- A New Hope 
 
I. In the news 
Roseann tapping Trump’s America- 
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/roseanne-revival-hits-a-nerve-by-tapping-the-political-divid
e?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=pbsofficial&utm_campaign=newshour&linkId=1000000
02171203 
 

Aaron- Once again death of the artist questions ( showrunner begging people to ignore 
Barr’s lizard people are running the world coo coo for cocoa puffs / MAGA B.S.) I am 
honestly surprised that people are surprised when millionaire entertainers ( West, WIllis, 
Barr, Allen etc) are discovered to be all for supporting the GOP. Or if not millionaires 
entertainers who have built their brand on playing awful people or loons 
 
There is also a cool article; The Other Side is Not Dumb 
https://medium.com/@SeanBlanda/the-other-side-is-not-dumb-2670c1294063 
That suggests that when we listen a few layers past the talking points, we get a personal 
connection to most political stances. 

 
II. MCU 19- Avengers v. Thanos -something something 
http://comicbook.com/marvel/2018/04/26/avengers-infinity-war-reviews-bad-negative/#8 
 

Counterpoint: aka Aaron’s take. The audience I saw it with appeared to be two groups 1. 
People who had read more than a single issue of a mainstream comic book in their lives 
and understood they were going to see a movie based on a mainstream comic book 
series. 2. Those who may never had read a comic book in their lives. (The same sort 
moviegoers I suspect who test screamings of Dark City resulted in that absurd opening 
narration that explained the whole movie before it began.)  
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III. The Light at the End of the Tunnel 
 
Lisa, please choose a starting point for this, since you came up with the idea (I think it’s a great 
one, but I’m too much of a cynic to kick it off :) 
 
Media in general and “geek media” specifically can do a lot of things for us. Good science fiction 
can make us think about ourselves and our place in the future. Good fantasy connects us to 
universal themes drawn from mythology and our shared past. I’m not talking about horror, 
because zombies freak me out, but horror helps us understand our collective fears…. 
 
But media also can just make us happy. It can make us laugh. It connects us, when someone 
knows a line from a movie you drop, you can share a little moment, and it makes us happy.  Use 
and Gratification, Symbolic interaction, and Gerbner’s socialization theories all play a role here.  
 
I can talk about the experience of seeing Last Jedi on a cruise ship with 400 screaming fans...it 
made me happy. 

Aaron- Above, perhaps a brief talk about the importance of the viewing experience and 
it’s effect on how it can + or - one's opinion of the movie?  

 
Media can also help us communicate across cultures, build empathy for experiences that are 
not our own and motivate us to learn more about something.  Global Village- McLuhan.  
 
Last, media can be cathartic. You go into a tense or crazy action filled film and come out having 
relaxed a little from the artificial tension and release that movies and TV have as part of their 
internal structure.  
 
The joy of “getting a references”! Shades of Grey (new novel) 
 
Social media, the thing we blame everything on these days, can also be insanely good!  
 
 
 


